INTRO: G    CG    G    D    CG    G

G    C    G
I promise I'll remember you
D    C    G
As that sweet young girl whose heart was true
G    C    G
If you promise you'll remember me
D    C    G
As the man I tried so hard to be

G
Bye, bye baby Jane
C    G
I'm sure gonna' miss the flowers in your hair
G
I'll see you again some day
Em    D
But I don't know when and I don't know where
C    G
You were my first breath of sunshine
C    G
My first taste of rain
C    D
A million miles can’t take that away
G
Bye, bye baby Jane

SOLO: G    CG    G    D    CG    G    G    CG    D    CG    G

G    C    G
Well let’s go out like we got in
D    C    G
More than lovers more than friends
G    C    G
No hard feelings no regrets
D    C    G
For loving each other half to death

Repeat Chorus x2

TAG:
G    C    D    D    G
Bye Bye Bye Bye – Bye Bye Baby Jane
G    C    D    D    G
Bye Bye Bye Bye – Bye Bye Baby Jane